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We would like to wish all our patients a 
happy and healthy 2018 

 

The coming year promises to be an eventful one for the surgery, with our merger 

with College Yard and Highnam Surgery due to take place on the 1st April.  
This happens to be Easter Sunday, so we will come back after the break to the new 
practice. However, our clinical systems will not be merged into a single patient list 

until the end of April, so it will only be at the beginning of May that we will truly be 
able to operate as one practice. 
Last autumn, all members of staff from each surgery took the opportunity to visit and 

meet future colleagues at the other, and we have begun to look at and compare 
processes so we can take the best from both practices into the new one. We also all 
got together for our Christmas ‘do’, creating a welcome chance to get to know each 

other better. 
The partners and practice managers from both practices continue to work closely 
together to create the vision and structure for the new practice.  

 

The Alney Practice 
We now have a name for the new practice, and staff at both surgeries were invited to 

contribute suggestions. We were keen to find something with a natural link that 
would bring the two practices together under one name, and many ideas were 
considered. After much deliberation ‘Alney Practice’ was chosen, Alney Island being 

a geographic feature roughly mid-way between Cheltenham Road and Highnam. 

“For centuries this area was the lowest river crossing point to Wales and the site 
is steeped in history and heritage, including bridges designed and built by two of 
the most famous Victorian engineers - Brunel and Telford. The area is also 
known for the Severn Bore and at Alney it reaches its peak; bringing visitors 
from around the globe to view this spectacular natural phenomenon. No less 
than four long distance footpaths also pass through the riverside meadows - the 
Severn Way, Gloucestershire Way, Glevum Way and Wysis Way. 

The nature reserve is predominantly neutral wet grassland and flood meadows 
with broadleaf trees. The land is managed through hay cutting and grazing with 



rare breed cattle.  Wildlife includes orchids, waterfowl, raptors, amphibians, 
wading birds and many species of insect, including dragonflies and butterflies.” 

Gloucester City Council: www.gloucester.gov.uk 

Improved access 
Throughout Gloucestershire, practices have begun to work together in groups, or 

clusters. We are in the ‘North East Gloucester (NEG)) cluster with Churchdown 
Surgery, Longlevens Surgery and Cheltenham Road Surgery. Together we have 
employed a Community Matron, who is visiting frail patients in their homes to give 

care and support. 
Starting in late January 2018, we will be offering extra appointments across the 4 
cluster surgeries in the evenings and at weekends. These will replace the (Choice +) 

appointments we currently use at the Gloucester Health Acess Centre. The Evening 
sessions will be held in one of the cluster surgeries, while the weekend appointments 
will be at GHAC.   

We welcome the extra capacity these appointments will provide and expect that they 
will help to reduce the waiting time to see a GP.  
It is important to note that it is not possible for 

everyone who asks to see a doctor to always see our 
regular GPs, but the doctors holding these ‘Improved 
Access’ sessions will have the same access to your 

medical records and history as your normal GP.  We 
are still working on the details and these will be 
publicised as we get closer to the planned start date 

of 29th January.   
 
 

Prescription Ordering Line 
It is now possible to order your repeat prescriptions 
over the phone by calling the POL, a service hosted 

by Gloucestershire Clinical Commissioning Group. 
All you need to do is call 0300 421 1215. Calls are 
charged at standard geographic rate. 

For more information please pick up a leaflet from 
the surgery or go to our website. 
 
 
 

Practice Website 
In November 2017 we changed our website provider, which necessitated a change 

of address.  Our new website can be found at: 
 

www.cheltenhamroadsurgery.nhs.uk  
  
 

http://www.gloucester.gov.uk/
http://www.cheltenhamroadsurgery.nhs.uk/

